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About AquaHacking
Vision & Strategy
The AquaHacking Challenge is the flagship program of
Aqua Forum. It was established to harness the tech talent
of innovative young Canadians to help solve some of the
country’s most critical water issues. In collaboration with
leaders from the water sector, academia, tech, and business,
the 8-month AquaHacking Challenge program is a catalyst
for entrepreneurial solutions and a launchpad for youth-led
water tech start-ups. Every year, university students and recent
graduates are recruited into this water-focused innovation
challenge and entrepreneurial development program to hone
their skills around fresh water. They are mentored and coached,
participate in leadership development workshops, and access
online capacity-building content.

Outcomes
Since 2015, 22 start-ups and social enterprises have been
established, with 30 jobs created in the water sector. Issues
tackled include microplastics, invasive species, sewage overflow,
blue-green algae, road salt, and more. This year, with the
support of our national partners, the RBC Foundation and the
de Gaspe Beaubien Foundation, we are proud to be delivering
our program from coast to coast across Canada in three
different regions.

A Look Ahead
As we build on our experience and lessons learned and see the
incredible impacts the program has had on water organizations,
young Canadians, and the future of water health in the country,
we are committed to growing and improving our program for
more watersheds in 2021.
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Stay tuned.

Our Programming
We have “hacked” the
traditional hackathon and
designed our tech challenge
to take place over many
months with the support of
a network of experts. Key
elements of our success
include:
z A multi-sector advisory
committee
z Water challenges defined
by water experts and end
users
z Demand-driven and
implementable solutions
z Mentors and coaches from
various fields of expertise
z 21st-century skill-building
for the young water tech
innovators
z Secured spots in
incubators for winning
teams

About the
International Institute for
Sustainable Development
Through research, analysis, and
knowledge products, we identify and champion sustainable
solutions that support sound policy-making. Our work affects
economies, communities, ecosystems, and lives in nearly 100
countries.
We have 120 full-time staff, plus over 150 associates and
consultants working around the world, including at our
headquarters in Winnipeg, and across many disciplines.
We are chemists and biologists, economists and engineers,
editors and reporters.
Part scientist, part strategist—IISD delivers the knowledge to act.

About IISD
Experimental Lakes Area
IISD Experimental Lakes Area
(IISD-ELA) is the world’s freshwater laboratory.
A series of 58 lakes and their watersheds in northwestern
Ontario, Canada, IISD-ELA is the only place in the world
where scientists can conduct research on and manipulate real
lakes to build a more accurate and complete picture of what
human activity is doing to freshwater lakes.
The findings from its 50 years of ground-breaking research
have rewritten environmental policy around the world—from
mitigating algal blooms to reducing how much mercury gets
into our waterways—and aim to keep fresh water clean around
the world for generations to come.
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Using Data Better to
Protect Fresh Water
for Generations to
Come
IISD-ELA has an unparalleled
50+ year dataset on the changing
health of Canada’s water.
Now we are using it to make
informed predictions about the
future of Canada’s abundant
freshwater supplies and the
impacts of climate change.
We are one of the first to make
innovative use of artificial
intelligence to view and better
understand patterns from our
environmental dataset—all with
the ultimate goal of exploring
new ways to sustainably manage
fresh water in Lake Winnipeg,
across Canada, and around the
world.
If you are interested in using
data science to solve freshwater
challenges—just like our 2020
Lake Winnipeg Aquahacking
finalists—be sure to contact
our Policy Advisor – Data and
Technology, Geoffrey Gunn, at
ggunn@iisd.ca.

A Word From Jane McDonald, Executive Vice
President of IISD & Chair of IISD-ELA
Investing in the nature that
protects and sustains us
Our team of scientists at the IISD
Experimental Lakes Area has been working
hard for five decades. At our natural laboratory
made up of 58 small lakes in northwestern
Ontario, we test human impacts on real
lakes—the only place in the world where
this is done! Our science has inspired new
technologies and influenced international laws
and conventions.
But the scale of the challenges we face
is accelerating so rapidly we need new
partnerships to tackle them. We need you!
Your entrepreneurial ideas for new technology
solutions need to be part of how we reduce
the algae, zebra mussels, and plastics that
increasingly wash up on the shores of Lake
Winnipeg. Now that we’ve reached a point
where we’re not just impacting our own
backyards, we’re changing entire global
systems—like our climate—it’s time to think
differently about who is “an environmentalist.”
That’s why we were so excited to partner with
the de Gaspe Beaubien Foundation and Aqua
Forum to launch the AquaHacking Challenge
for Lake Winnipeg this year and why we’ve
been so thrilled by the local support we’ve

received from leading tech companies and
start-up incubators to make this happen. And
most of all, we’ve been inspired by YOU and
the energy and innovation you’ve brought to
the task!
In the middle of a pandemic, you threw
yourselves into online brainstorming sessions,
late-night tinkering with small-scale models,
virtual training sessions and meetings with
mentors, and nerve-wracking first interviews
with media outlets. And you’ve come up with
incredible solutions.
It’s all led to this: the final of the 2020 Lake
Winnipeg AquaHacking Challenge. We can’t
wait to find out which team will nab the top
prize, but we salute all of you for pushing our
community to think differently and create new
partnerships.
May this investment in you lead to much
bigger investments to protect our freshwater
supplies for generations to come!

Jane McDonald
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A Word From François de Gaspé Beaubien,
Chair of Aqua Forum’s Board
Dear Winnipeg AquaHacking Lake Winnipeg
Partners and Participants,
Why fresh water, and why now? Simply put:
every Canadian has the right to clean and safe
fresh water to ensure their and our country’s
good health. For generations, our family has
been involved with giving back; what has
now changed is that we have been guided by
our youngest: my niece, nephews, and two
daughters stepped forward and urged us to
focus on fresh water. After initial incredulity….
followed by much research, we learned that
fresh water in Canada was not nearly as
pristine and abundant as we had thought. The
youngest generation was absolutely correct.
It was humbling to ascertain just how little we
knew about our water—a resource we, as most
Canadians, had clearly taken for granted. Our
family Foundation, in partnership with other
concerned organizations, thus launched and
has supported the AquaHacking Challenge
since 2015. Just as we had to do as a family,
we as a country need to look to the next
generation of innovative and entrepreneurial
talent in Canada (that would be you) to bring
remarkable solutions to critical freshwater
issues.

We thus wish to support you as you formulate
your ideas, work upon your creativity and
imagination as well as your incredible skills so
that you may accomplish what, up until now,
none thought possible.
The AquaHacking Challenge is one way
to harness the next generation’s talent and
leverage it for technology-focused solutions
for water. As Chair of the Board of Aqua
Forum, for whom the AquaHacking Challenge
is the flagship program, I could not be more
committed to an organization that is so well
suited to helping craft the future of a healthy
Canada.
On behalf of my family and of the Board of
Aqua Forum, and of all Canadians who care
about fresh water and their health, I thank
each of you, be you an AquaHacking Lake
Winnipeg participant or a supporting team
member, for having invested your time and
talent over these last many months. I wish you
more than luck….I wish you success!

François de Gaspé Beaubien
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We are proud to support

AquaHacking and the
young entrepreneurial
innovators.

POWERED BY

#TechForNature

Program
Tuesday, October 20,
2020 (CDT)
4:00 p.m.

Welcome Remarks & Land
Acknowledgement
Pauline Gerrard, IISD

4:05 p.m.

The Judges

Water in Anishinaabe
Culture

Jay Myers
Co-Founder & VP of
Growth, Bold Commerce

Koko Jones,
Nigigoonsiminikaaning First
Nation
4:11 p.m.

The AquaHacking Journey
A special video presentation
on the finalists’ experiences
in Phase 2 of the
AquaHacking Lake Winnipeg
Challenge.

4:17 p.m.

Team Pitches & Remarks
from Our Sponsors
Sponsors: Fondation de
Gaspé Beaubien, RBC,
Mitacs, the Government of
Manitoba, and The Winnipeg
Foundation

4:42 p.m.

A Word from the Founders of
AquaHacking
Désirée McGraw, Aqua Forum

4:46 p.m.

AquaHacking Alumni: Where
are they now?

Erin Ussery
Research Scientist,
Environment and Climate
Change Canada

Mark Alexiuk
CTO & Co-Founder,
Sightline Innovation

Dave Morgan
North American
Geographic Technical
Leader for Hydrological
Sciences, Stantec

Rebecca Swabey, Equator
Studios & Maple Precision
4:49 p.m.

Award Announcements
Jane McDonald, IISD

5:00 p.m.

Closing Remarks
Pauline Gerrard, IISD
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Blaine Favel
CEO, Kanata Earth

Proud supporters of the
2020 AquaHacking
Lake Winnipeg Challenge
and all its talented innovators.

johnstongroup.ca

“Because compassion
and care are the greatest
things we can give to
those who cannot speak
for themselves.”
Kelly Harris, Winnipeg Foundation donor

Join together with other caring Winnipeggers.
Give to your favourite Cause through The
Foundation and make Winnipeg better by
helping local charities.

FindyourBeCause.org
#FindyourBeCause | 204.944.9474

ABBATEK

ISSUE: Microplastics

LasIR Nutrient
Technology

ISSUE: Water and Land
Management

FINALISTS

TEAM MEMBERS:
Abdul-Latif Alhassan,
Policy & Partnerships
(Memorial University
of Newfoundland)
Ivo Arrey, Research
& Development
(Memorial University
of Newfoundland)
Sam Swanson,
Business & Marketing
(University of
Manitoba)

SOLUTION:
AbbaTek is developing
CompoundConnect, a complete
suite of software as a service
(SaaS) package that will
revolutionize microplastics
research by leveraging stateof-the-art machine learning
and artificial intelligence
for researchers to quickly,
accurately, and cost-effectively
identify microplastics in Lake
Winnipeg for improved water
management and policy.
Website: abbatekgroup.com &
compoundconnect.ca
Social Media: @abbatekgroup
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TEAM MEMBERS:
Bentley Turner,
Co-Founder
(University of
Manitoba)
Meagan Smith,
Co-Founder
(University of
Manitoba)

SOLUTION:
Our solution is a portable device
that uses infrared spectroscopy
to analyze plant-available
phosphate concentrations in soil,
providing users with on-site,
real-time results. We hope to
reduce agricultural phosphorus
runoff by providing this device
to agronomists and consulting
companies as a decision support
tool that will be easier and
cheaper to use than current
alternatives.
Social Media:
@lasirnutrient_tech

Particuleye
Technologies

ISSUE: Microplastics
TEAM MEMBERS:
Quinn Desrochers,
CEO – Project
Management
(University of
Manitoba)
Michael Beck,
CTO – Hardware &
Embedded Systems
(University of
Winnipeg)
Ryan Tran, CIO,
Image Processing &
Programming
(University of
Manitoba)
Zacharie Gousseau,
CIO, Image Processing
& Programming
(University of
Manitoba)
Waseem Jawad,
CFO – Finance &
Marketing (Queen’s
University

SOLUTION:
The Particuleye is a smart camera
capable of quantifying and
classifying microplastic particles in
real time through running water,
using machine learning and image
processing techniques. Initially, we
will apply our device in lab settings
and to effluent from wastewater
treatment plants to provide accurate
microplastics profiles without the
need for time-intensive lab analysis.

TYPHA

Water Secure

ISSUE: Watershed
Investment

ISSUE: Drinking Water

TEAM MEMBERS:
Alec Masse, Chief
Reputation Officer
and Marketing
(University of
Manitoba)
Julien Koga, Product
Development and
Research Lead
(University of
Manitoba)

SOLUTION:
Typha co. is developing ecopackaging products that will
compete economically with
plastics while maintaining a
high standard of environmental
responsibility. The products
will be made from fibres
extracted from cattail plants,
significant contributors to
the eutrophication of Lake
Winnipeg.
Website: typhacompany.com

LinkedIn: @particuleye
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TEAM MEMBERS:
Arslan Azeem,
Business Analyst
(University of Regina)
Noor Tajik, Operations
& Communications
Manager (University
of Regina)
Tinsae Alemu, Water
Quality Specialist
(University of Regina)

SOLUTION:
Water Secure is a series of
localized testing hubs that
affordably track water quality
and upload the data to a live
water map that can be used to
raise public awareness, help
governments identify and invest
in infrastructure gaps, and
increase the population health
and water security of remote
communities.
Website: watersecure.ca
Social Media: @watersecurenet

Lake Winnipeg
Water Issues & Water Issue Leaders

MICROPLASTICS

WATERSHED INVESTMENT

FISH HEALTH

How can we keep
microplastics out
of Lake Winnipeg?

How can we create
systems that
make it easy for
people to invest in
the health of Lake
Winnipeg?

How can we better
assess fish health
and populations
without having to
kill them?

WATER ISSUE
LEADERS
Dr. Chelsea Rochman,
Co-Founder of the UofT
Trash Team & Assistant
Professor, University of
Toronto
Susan Debreceni, CoFounder & Outreach
Lead UofT Trash Team,
University of Toronto

DRINKING WATER

WATER ISSUE
LEADERS
Geoff Gunn, Policy
Advisor – Data &
Technology, IISD
Madeline Stanley,
Project Officer, IISD

WATER ISSUE
LEADERS
Dr. Vince Palace, Head
Research Scientist,
IISD-ELA
Lauren Hayhurst,
Fisheries Research
Biologist, IISD-ELA
Lee Hrenchuk, Senior
Biologist, IISD-ELA

WATER & LAND MANAGEMENT

How can we ensure
that remote
northern centres
have access to
clean drinking
water?

How can we provide agricultural producers
with cost-effective solutions for water and
land management?

WATER ISSUE LEADER

Patty Rosher, General Manager, Keystone Agricultural
Producers

Pauline Gerrard, IISD

WATER ISSUE LEADERS
Alanna Gray, Policy Analyst, Keystone Agricultural
Producers

Mitchell Timmerman, Agri-Ecosystems Specialist,
Manitoba Agriculture & Resource Development
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Innovating for
sustainable,
healthy futures
Together, we can do more for Canadians,
for each other and for the communities we love.
Canada Life and design, and Stronger Communities Together
are trademarks of The Canada Life Assurance Company.

Lake Winnipeg Freshwater Facts
Did you know?
z Lake Winnipeg is the world’s 11th
largest freshwater lake and Canada’s
sixth largest.
z The lake is about 436 km long—the
same distance as a drive from Brandon
to Winnipeg...and back!
z The Lake Winnipeg watershed spans
four Canadian provinces (Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Ontario)
and three U.S. states (North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Minnesota).

z Lake Winnipeg is made up of a large,
deep north basin that stretches up
into northern Manitoba and a smaller,
shallow south basin where some of
Manitoba’s favourite beaches are
located.
z Phosphorus concentrations are almost
three times higher in Lake Winnipeg’s
south basin compared to the north
basin.

z The entire watershed is nearly
1,000,000 km2 and is home to more
than 7 million people. It is the second
largest watershed in Canada.
z It is the third largest hydroelectric
reservoir in the world, generating power
for all Manitobans.
z 14 First Nations communities live on
Lake Winnipeg shores, and more than
100 First Nations communities live
within the watershed.
z The Red, Assiniboine, and
Saskatchewan rivers flow into Lake
Winnipeg. These three rivers make up
about 60% of the total river flow into
Lake Winnipeg.
z Each year, 7,900 tonnes of phosphorus
enters the lake and only 2,400 leaves
through its outlet. That’s 5,500 tonnes
of phosphorus loading annually.
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Thank You to Our Partners
NATIONAL FINANCIAL PARTNERS

LOCAL FINANCIAL PARTNERS
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Thank You to Our Partners
IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS

ACADEMIC PARTNERS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Peter Tielmann, President &
CEO, Palliser Furniture Ltd. &
IISD Board Member
Ray Bouchard, President,
Enns Brothers
Jay Myers, Co-Founder & VP
Growth, Bold Commerce
Glenn Crook, VP Commercial
Financial Services, MB West,
RBC & IISD-ELA Board
Member
Mark Alexiuk, CTO & CoFounder, Sightline Innovation
Inc.

Joelle Foster, CEO, North
Forge
Annette Trimbee, President
& Vice-Chancellor, MacEwan
University
Dayna Spiring, President &
CEO, Economic Development
Winnipeg
Ray Hoemsen, Executive
Director, Research
Partnerships & Innovation,
Red River College
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Masoud Asadzadeh, Assistant
Professor, Civil Engineering
(Water Resources), University
of Manitoba
Joanne Zuk, Assistant
Deputy Minister, Renewal
and Strategic Alignment,
Government of Manitoba
Chris Kirby, Senior
Technology Leader, IBM
Anne-Pascale Richardson,
Program Manager, Aqua
Forum

Aquahacking.com
    
IISD.org
   
IISD Experimental
Lakes Area
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